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Mediator Profile – Tim Jones
Profile 

Tim Jones is the Head of the Employment Team at Higgs & Sons and was previously the Head of Dispute 
Resolution. He has actively been involved in commercial litigation for 25 years and in mediation for the last 
14 years. His professional work now includes all kinds of litigation and employment related disputes and 
claims. He is a commercial, employment and work place accredited mediator, an experienced tribunal 
advocate and a professional trainer in employment law and advocacy, having lectured for Nottingham 
Law School, Central Law Training and MBL Seminars. He is a Master Practitioner in Neuro Linguistic 
Programming (NLP), NLP Coach and Member of the International Coaching Federation.

Tim has been described in Chambers and Partners Legal Directory as someone who “commands 
respect” for his “phenomenal employment law knowledge and advocacy” and is a “walking encyclopaedia 
on employment law” as well as offering “superb, clear, authoritative advice and strong representation 
in tribunal”. In particular he is praised for his “genuine empathy” with clients, being someone who 
“understands the way our business operates on many levels”. “A great lawyer : a safe pair of hands and  
a class act”. In 2015 he was recognised by Chambers and Partners as a notable practitioner for 
mediation within the UK, ranked within the top 50 mediators in the UK and one of the top 10 mediators in 
the Midlands according to Chambers & Partners. 

Chambers and Partners for Mediation

“Highly regarded for his breadth of dispute expertise, covering areas such as property, employment and trusts, 
Tim Jones is described as “emphatic but he made sure everyone stuck to what we were meant to be talking 
about, and he was very sharp on the issues”. Commentators add that “he was very personable and took time 
to explore the detail and how each party felt” and “very thorough in his approach, leaving no stone unturned”.

Overview of Recent Mediations Conducted:

• Commercial dispute concerning insurance claim in respect of commercial premises.

• Workplace dispute concerning employees at a College of Higher Education.

• Partnership dispute between partners in telecommunications industry.

•  Employment dispute regarding the recovery of training costs from a former employer and whether  
such amounted to a penalty provision.

•  Employment dispute concerning breach of Restrictive Covenants by 2 senior ex employees within  
the mobile telephone business.

•  Employment and commercial dispute concerning minority shareholding issues and an unfair  
dismissal claim. 

•  Construction dispute concerning the nature and terms of the JCT contract between the parties.

•  Commercial dispute regarding the sale and supply of windows and doors to a major housing 
association.

Overview of Mediation Experience:

•  Commercial contract disputes, professional negligence claims, breach of fiduciary  
duty claims, partnership disputes, shareholder disputes, boardroom disputes,  
workplace disputes, commercial property disputes, insurance fraud claims,  
unfair dismissal claims, TUPE related claims and disputes concerning ex-employees.
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Testimonials – Mediation

Leading Commercial Queen’s Counsel – Birmingham

“Tim’s no nonsense, commercial reality approach combined with a willingness to work into the small hours 
was instrumental in resolving this emotionally charged partnership dispute.”

Litigation Partner in Major Birmingham Law Firm

“I found Tim to be extremely professional particularly in the handling of difficult parties in a most unusual 
situation which showed good insight and a fair degree of patience.

It was clear that he had a good understanding of commercial property law and civil litigation  
and the repercussions of the parties’ positions they had adopted on a legal and financial basis.

I would be happy to use him again and would recommend him to other solicitors.”

Litigation Partner in Black Country Law Firm

“Tim was very helpful and proactive, and managed to resolve a 5 year old partnership dispute by gaining 
the parties’ trusts and suggesting sensible, commercial ways forward.”

Litigation Partner in Birmingham Law Firm

“Tim is thorough, approachable, pragmatic. He had a full grasp of the issues in dispute and the parties’ 
positions right from the start of the mediation. His skills were particularly useful in a mediation where one  
of the parties was acting in person.”

Litigation Partner in Major East Midlands Law Firm

“I instructed Tim to act as a Mediator in a less than straight forward dispute that contained a lot of  
personal feeling.

Tim’s approach immediately assisted the client with feeling more comfortable with the situation and what 
would happen throughout the mediation combined with Tim’s own practical experience and knowledge, 
affable approach, his knowledge of the documentation and ability to cause both my client and his 
opponent see the valid arguments being advanced by the other combined with the overall potential risk  
for both enabled and ensured a settlement was reached.

Tim is an exceptional mediator and I have no hesitation in putting him forward as a mediator when 
circumstances permit.

Top Qualities: Great Results, Personable, High Integrity”
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Contact details

To find out more please contact Tim Jones:

Higgs & Sons 
3 Waterfront Business Park 
Brierley Hill   
West Midlands 
DY5 1LX

Switchboard: 0845 111 5050 
Direct Line: 01384 327172 
Mobile: 07815 167206

email: tim.jones@higgsandsons.co.uk 
www.higgsandsons.co.uk

Reflection

“Whenever you are in conflict with someone, there is one factor that can make the difference between 
damaging your relationship and deepening it. That factor is attitude.”

William James

“To reconcile conflicting parties, we must have the ability to understand the suffering of both sides.”

Thich Nhat Hanh
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